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ABSTRACT
I

Sea-skim~ing cruise missiles pose the greatest threat to a surface ship in the present-day war

scenario. The convei1tionallclose-in-weapon-systems (CIWSs) are becoming less reliable against

these nelw challenges rJquiring extremely fast reaction time. Naval Forces see a high energy laser as a

feasible andjeffective directed energy weapon against sea-skimming antiship cruise missiles because

of its .ability to deli'ler destructive energy at the speed oflight on to a distant target. The paper compares

the technology and capability of deuterium fluoride (DF) and chemical-oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) in

effectively performing the role of a shipborne CIWS altainst sea-skimming missiles. Out of these two

lasers, it is argued that DF laser wo.uld be more effective a,s a shipborne weapon for defence against

sea-skimmin,g cruise missiles. Bes~des the high energy laser as the primary (killing) laser, other

sub-systems required in the complete weapon system would be: A beacon laser to sense phase
distor'ions in the primary laser, adaptive optics to compen~ate the atmospheric distortions,

beam-directing optics, illuminating lasers, IRST sensors, surveillance and tracking radars, interfacing

systemsl etd.

ani urgent need to develop new technologies to

defend the ships against such menacing threats. A

high energy laser is one of the most effective

close-in-weapon-system (CIWS) to meet such

threats. The present article reviews capabilities of

two lasers, viz., deuterium fluoride2 (DF) and

chcmical-oxygen-iodine laser3 (COIL), in

effectively performing the role of a shipborne

C;IWS against sea-skimming .hissiles.

2. ADVANTAGES OF A LASER BEAM
WEAPON SYSTEM \

I
I. INTROI;>UCTION

In ihe modern warfare, the greatest challenge
faced by the surface ships is fiom the sea-sl4imming
cruise rhissilesl'. These missiles'have low signatures
at launch and during flight. T~ey fly at\ low level,
skimming a fefw meters abov~ the sea surface at

multiMach speeds. These miss les suddenly appear

a few kilomieters from t e platform while
perforbing evasive measures during the terminal
run-i1 Launch and impact sites cannot be derived
simply by mpasuring the trajectory of these
missiles. I

Tpis type of t~reat has significantly reduced
the eff~ctiven.es~ of currently available missiles and
essenti~lly ellmln1ted the naval gun systems from
the role of ship's ~elf-defence. Therefore, there is

Some of the advantageJ-7 of a laser beam
weapon system over conventional CIWS systems
are:
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(a) Laser weapon Isyste:m requires no conventional
fire-control solption, since it delivers energy onto
a distant target ft the speed of light.

(b) Since the laser bullet has no mass, it is unaffected

by any gravitational force, ahd hence no trajectory

corrections are required.

.
(c) Once the beam,director is locked1 onto a target, the

system becomes insensitive to target manoeuvres.

Laser beam weapon's high rate of fire as well as

agility, coupled with precise aiming enable it to

track a highly manoeuvreing target and shift from

target-to-target on command.

(d)

(e) By tailoring the dwell time on'to the target. ihf kill
probability of a laser beam weapon system is

nearly equal to one.

The cost per kill of a laser systt;m i~ significantly
lower as compared to that Off the conventional

defence systems. This cost per kill' is also

negligible as compared to the cost of the target to
be destroyed. I

(f)

considered) for comparing ~ their atmospheric

transmission characteristics: Gas dynatitic laser

(GDL) emitting at 10,6 Jlm, hrdrogen fluori.lje (HF)

laser radiating on multiple liqes between 2.640 Jlm

and 2.954 J.tm, DF laser betwe~n 3.715Jlm and

4.046 Jlm, and COIL en\itting at 1.315 Jlm. ~revious

references on experimental results df high

resolution atmosp~eric transmission charadteristics

for the propagati9n of the above-mentioned four

lasers simultanedusly propagativg in the same

atmosphere to enqounter targets at near-horizontal

elevation angles do npt pr?vide tomplete

inforli1ation8-11. Ariqther way is to make use of any

of the currently available software pack~ges, viz.,

Fascode, Modtran, Hitran, etc., to predict
j

atmospheric propagation ch~racteristics through
simulation of the same atmrospheric conditions.

HF laser beam transm its poorly through the

atmosphere. Therefore, thi~ laser can be considered

only fqr a space~based laser weapon system where

atn1ospheric propagation loss is not an issue. GDL

,(CO2) laser has high attenuation in thick fog, rainy

weather and highly Ihumid sea 'environment, and

therefore, this laser cannot qual ify for a shipborne

high energy la~r beam' w~apon. Out of the

remaining two lasers, viz., DF and COIL, the DF

laser has higher trans"1ission in the hazy, smoky,

and highly hum~d sea environment. Although in

very dense fog2, the D1 t'aser beam has high

attenuation coeffic~ent, itl is still lower than that of

COIL beam. Another encouraging fuctor is that the.-.
probability of occurrence of very d~nse fog is less

than 2 per cent. Further, these I adverse weather
I

conditions pose a problem eq¥lty to both the

attacker (the missile) and the defender (the ship).

The typical values of attenuation cO:efficients in the

highly humid sea envirorim1nt, which would be

used in the tra~sm itter-power calculations in. thi'S

papQr, are 0.3 km-1 and 0.35 ~m-l, for DF laser and

COIL, respectively. Although these values have not

been measured experime¥tally for the two lalsers in

the same atmospheric corditions at the same time,

nevertheless, these are r~alistic valu~s in the naval

warfare environment of sea containing smoke and

high humidity. .' I

(g) The laser system is immune to electromagnetic
interference.

3. ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
c CHARACTERISTICS

The energy of a laser beam is attenuated in thc

atmosphere due to various factors, such as

absorptio~, scattering, refraction, rctlection, etc.,
and the total atmospheric path length. Another

source of beam degradation is the atmospheric

turbulence. Besides, in the case of propagation of

high energy laser beams in the atmosphere, there

are several nonlinear effects, such as thermal

blooming that lead to the c!legradation of the

phase-coherence, directionality, etc. All these

parameters reduce the laser beam intensity onto the

target. For a shipborne high energy"laser, the major

criterion is the selection of a suitable wavelength,

such that the ,laser beam energy suffers the

minimum possible attenuation in the highly humid
, ,

sea environment.

Based on the assessment of technology of

potential weapon-c'lass lasers in thc present :\nd

near future, the fol)owing four types, of laser are

232
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.
range, R, of 5 km and a beam spot d i~m eter of 2 cm

on the m issile. From Eqn (2), lit is seen that, with

this data, the required laser beam divergence is 4 J.l

raJ. From this and Eqn ( I ), ohe can see that the

required D of laser transmitter optics is equal to

1.9 m for a DF laser and 66 cm for COIL: As

discussed earlier, if one takes the ,values of naval

warfare sea environment attenuation coefficients

for DF laser and C61L equal to 0.3 km-1 and 0.35

km-l, respectively, one finally obtains [from Eqn

(3)] the required powers as 492.8 kW for DF laser,

and 632.8 kW for a ~OIL. However, an'idealisation

in the calculation of these power levels has beenthe

assumption of diffraction-limited beams. If the

laser produces a beam which is n times. the

diffraction-limited (as measured by the radius of the

first Airy ring); the power levels of laser required

would increase by a factor of n2. Thus, there is a

very strong incentive to achieve good beam quality
in these lasers.

4. REQUIRED TARGET-DAMlI\GE

IRRADIANCE OF LASER~EAMS

The IJser beam does not vapo'urise or melt the

missile's skin all the wayl through. Rather, it heats

the skin until,lwhatever internal forces are present,

cause the skin to fail. For calculating the damage

thrcshdld for ~ particular wavelength of the I,aser,

corrections must be incorporated to account for the

reflectivity of the laser beam from the surface of the

targ~t material.and f~om the pfasma created by its

vapour. The oth,er possih1ility is to point the killing

laser beam on the fuel tank of the missile and heat it

to a point whery catastrophic structural failure

occurs. Besides. this, if the ~ystem could be

designed to bli:nd the missile optics or to cause

malfunctioning '.of th~ missile's guidance system

(soft targets), fair less power den~ity (irradiance) of

the laser would be requi~d to achieve this. Based

on these observations, the irradiance (Itar) values of
Ithe laser beam, on th(t target, range from

0.3 kW/cm2 (soft targets) tJ 35 kW/cm2 (hardened

targets). For a typical sea-skimm~ng htissile (as a

target), this value is 10 ~W /cm2. I

The far-field. bearh divergence, a, to a

reasonable approximation, is given by the
I

expressions

2A./Da

where I-. is the waveiength of the laser beam arid D

is the aperture oftransmitter optics. The beam-spot

diameter (d) on the ta~get at a range R is given by
j

It may be mentioned that the same power levels

of these lasers can also be used to create larger

beam spot diameters on the target. In that case, the

weake~t node (seeker optics or the electronic

guidance system, for example), requiring far less

lev~ls of irradiance,- would be incapacitated. This

technique would result in shortening the kill time.I
This approach wbuld also lead to easing of the

focussing requirements and to a relaxation of the
jitter and beam quality requirements. Further, the

larger spot on the target would also require a

small,r aperture of the transmitter optics. Th~s
would also require smaller number of actuators for

the correction of wavefront distortions due to

atmosphere. As an example, for a beam spot
diameter of 10 cm on the missile, the beam

divergence would be 201! rad, the diameter of

transmitter optics would be 38 cm for DF laser, and, \
492.8 kW DF I~ser would be able to give an

,
irrad,iance of 1.4 kW/cm2 on th~ missile, which is

sufficient to disable the optics or the electronic

}':lli(I:llll.C sysfclll (,rtl,b mi."silc. ~illlil:lrly. willli,lll
r.III!!,~ or 1 J kill, III~ s.lm~ 492 k W 01: I.lser would

be able to prod lIce a beam spot of~5.2 cm diamcter

UIIJ UII irruJiullLC or 402 W/~III~ 011 tllc 1Iiissilc

d=RaJ
I

2RA./D (2)
, I

If y ii; the atmo;pheric attenJation coefficient

of the given laser beam, the expression for the

required power, p,j of the laser tr~nsmitter can be

easily derived and is given by I

p

i 1.l.:llhl.: highl.:st val LIe of ltur equal to 35 k W /~Ill.!

(which is far higher thatl 10 k W /cm2 required for a

lyl)il.:l'l1itl'r~kiIJIJJJiJig 11!i8~il~) bt1 c.:uiJ8ill~rt'll lor II
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\Vllicll ...llo\lld OC l.:II):'I)I~ ()r disllOlilIr, 111l'; OI)li~... or

the guidan~e system of the mlssile.

s. VEU'I'ERIlJM I..LUORIVEJ I..ASI~I(
,

The continuous wave DF laser of interest is a

combustion-driven supersonic mixing laser. A

combustor is us~d to generate atomic fluorine by

thermal dissociation of an appropriate fluorine

compound, typically F2 or NF3, burnt at a few

hundred torr and at about 1600 K. I t should be noted!
that NF 3 is less toxic as corn pared to F 2. Heliuln gas

is also introduced as a diluent, the thermal

conductivity of which helps to maintain low

operating temperature (- 300 K) in t~e cavity that

increases the efficiency of the laser. The supersonic

flow is established by a fine hrray of nozzles,

alternately injecting the combustor-derived atomic

fluorine and D2-bearing streams. The b~sic

chemical reaction in this laser is as follows2:

IIIC Inscr benm exit npcrturcl The MIRACI,/SI,nr)

system has been insta~led at' the 'high energy laser

test f1lcility (HELSTF) at the White Sand' Missile
'l't:sl I{allgt:, Nt:w Mt:xico. Ellcollragt:J, by lilt:

success of- thesf trials, the US Navy is now

preparing to devflop a high energy laser weapon

system ~ased on rIRACL/SLBD onbo~rd ship.

It has been shown bIY the US Navr that the

shipborne MIRAt~J/SLBD can ~e repackaged as a

complete high energy laser weap1n system

(HELWS) to fit into the equivalent volume

occupied by a 127 mm gun mount aind its, associated
,

magazine2. Further, it wasl projected that replacing

the gun system with this HELWS package would

result in a 15 per cent reductioJ in weight and 5 per

cent il}lprovement in ship stability because of the

w~ight redistribution.

The fuels used for the DF laser are not

hypergolic and do not result in fire by virtue of their

mixing. Fuel storage fbr the MlRACL/SLBD

requires a cryrogenic tank. Filament-wound,

composite-cbnstruction hi,gh pressure tanks should

be used. Some advantafes of the shipborne system

are that the fuel and oxidiser are physically

separated in standardiseq t~nks. The tanks should

be designed to a le1lk-before-rupture requirement. If

punctured due to any reason, includ;ng attack on the

platform, these tanks should be de~igned to vent or

leak in.stead of exploding. HF, w~ich is toxic, is one

of the combustion byproducts o~DF laser. To vent

the gas.from the laser's low pressure Interior, HF is

mixed with a large amount of steam to raise the

pressure of the exhaust ~s r whole and slightly

higher than tha,t of outside ~tmosphere. The .only

co~parable effluent in the shipboard environment

is tl1e missile exhaust. Sever~l facts make the laser

effluent safer than the "1issile exhaust. Fir$tly~ the
..

pressure recovery pump:ln the laser system directs

the exhaust upward. The! exhaust will travel up and

pass over the ship's superstructure. Unlike onboard

missile's exhaust whicH tends to envelbp the ship,
t

the laser exhauSt is safer to handle as compared to a

m issile. SecJndly, in terms, of hazardous

cofup~nents viz., CO, HCl, DF and HjF: the laser's

ex~aust is mllch more benign thaI{ a missile's

F + D2 -.". DF

DF* -.". DF

+ 31.7 k -call mol

Laser beam

An optical resonator transverse to the flow

direction extracts the laser beam. Unstable

resonators are commonly used because they can

provide fundamental mode extractions from large

volume gains. Present designs of high power lasers

use silicon, silicon carbide, or molybdenum

mirrors. Typical wavelengths emitted are between

3.715~m and 4.046 ~m.
1

TRW (USA) has demonstrated a 2 MW

power-level shipborne DF laser, viz., mid infrared

advanced chemical laser (MIRACL) for the US

Navy to test against cruise and ballistic missilesl2.

The associated, sea-Iite beal11-director (SLED)

successfully tracked the exh'aust plume, rocket

motor and the rear of the body, then offset the aim

point to the nose, allowing the laser to detonate the

warhead, resulting In the catastrophic destruction of

a Mach 2.2 Vandal, missile, on 23 February 1989.

This system h&d ] .8 m aperture telescope to pro~uce

a beam spot of] .8 cm on the target. The shipborne

SLED differs from the other beam director in that a

fluoride glass watertight window has been used as

2.34i
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coefficient and, therefore, cannot be lased directly.

Excited oxygen then escapes from the solution and

is J11ixed downstream with molecular iodine. The

iodine molecules are broken. up and individual

iodine atoms are excited by a nearly resonant

reabtion with oxygen in multiple reactions. The last

transfer of energy leaves atomic iodine in an

inverted population and this takes place between

the m irrors of laser resonator. As the excited iodine

atoms relax, they release the laser beam17 at
1.315 Jlm. I

..
exhaust. A \ com parisol1 between I the lasfr and

missile exhaust components2 is shown in Table\ I.
I

Recently, the US Army hasl sponsored the

advanced concept technology} demonstration

(ACTD) uding a tactical high energy laser (THEL),

viz., MIRACL, for use against close-in air

threatsI3-14. THe us Army,:Israeli Defence Ministry,

and C~lifornia-based TRil Space and Electronics

Table Exhaust plume m.3ss now (kg/s)

Hazardous components
---
CO

CO2

HF

HCI

Inert

DF laser

3.7

36.2

12.2

The US Air Force's Combat Command hopes
to deploy a fleet of seven Boeing 747-400 freighter
aircraft carrying I\irborne laser (ABL) weapon
system by 2008 at a cost of $5 billionI8-19. The
aircraft, cruising at 12.0-13.5 km would engage
targets after they have cleared the clouds, from
ranges of about 450 km by means of COIL with.an
output power of about 3 MW and wit~ a beam
divergence of less than a micro-rad. The ABL laser
will focus on the fuel tank of the missile and heat it
to a point where catastrophic structural failure
occurs20-21. The sudden release of pressure from the
fuel tank will destroy the missile.

22.2

59.8187.9

Group successfl1lly tested this laser, but airborne,
against an unguided, operational 122 mm artillery
rocket. This was the firlst destruction of a short
range rocket on 09 February 1~9.6 with a live
warhead by a laser at HEL~TF, New Mexico, under
the US-Israel Joint Nautilus ProgramtpelS.

7. ADAPTIVE OPTICS & BEACON LASER

6. CHEMICAL-OXVGEN-IODINE LASER.
j

Another poteQtial weapon class laser is the

COIL. It is the only sho.rtest wavelength (1.315 J!m)

high energy chemical laser in existence today. to

operate on an electronic transition rather tnan on

rotational or vibrational" transitio~s. It was first

demonstrated at thelUSAF's Weapon Lab.oratory in

1978. In COIL, singlet, ?xygen generators produce

oxygen a~oms. Thel process involves blowing

chlorine gas past a basic hydrogen peroxide and

KOH solution. Chlorine migrates into the liquid and

reacts to produce excited oxb'gen atoms. I This
chem ical Ifeaction lis sho\f/n as 16 I

The distortions of the laser beam by the

turbulent atmosphere can be compensated almost

completely by adaptive optics techniques22. It
means th~t if the rhedium is distorting the beam, the

reverse propagating beam heals itself of the

distortions occured during the forward propagation.

To launch a primary (killing) laser beamfrom the

ship ro the target, first a beacon laser beam is

needed to propagate through the atmosphere. Each

pulse of the beacon laser (usually a puls"ed Nd:YAG

laser) beam arrives at the missile slightly ahead of

the target spot and just before the next adjustment to

the killing laser beam. A reflection of the beacon

laser beam from the missile records the atmospheric

distortions on its retllrll jollrney'to thc shipbornc

lilsl;r tfil,lsJllittl;r.' .I'll~ pllils~ distbrtiulls across lllc
,

aperture of the incoming beacon laser beam are

~cl1sc(ll)y II wllvc:rronl scl1sor (II (Ic:lc:ctor IIrrIly) 1111(1

this information is used to deform the surface of a

Cl2 (g) + H2O2 (l~+ 2KOH(I) -J 0; (1~2)

I
~ 2KCl +2H 20

i 'I'JIC IliJlJlCr I~~cl of oXyg~Jl IlU~ u li('(;liJJl(; ut'

45 min rhich makes it a potential candidate to

\:flici\:lItly trllllsfcf it~ t'11\:rgy to iodillc. n lit dIlC to

tllis lol1g lifetime, dxygen has a small gain
I

Typical missile

21.1 :

1.0
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\
tlcxiblc «Jct'umluulc) I1lirro.'. '111c JCIOrlllllliul1 is

achieved by means of actuators. Each actuator

cnllscs Jocnl dCrorlIIntiOlI ill tllc rcncctillf~ (ncx'ihlc)j
mcmbrancs. 'Inc, killing Jascr bJam clllcrgcs u.s a

plane wave from the transmitter and is incident on

to deformed mirror, where it is imparted the

compensatory phase. The minimum number (N) of

phase sensors (also the number of actuators) is

equal to the area of the transmitter aperture divided

by the atmospheric area of coherence. That, is
I

N = (Dlro)2
(4)

where D is the diameter oftransmitt~ng optics and
r o is the lateral coherence length r whic-h depends on
the wavelength, range and the value of Cn2

(refractive structure parameter of the turhulent
\

atmosphere). Taking a value of ~ km for the range,

and Cn2 = 2 x 10-13 m-2/3, the value of coherence

length is approximately equal to 3.2 cm for the
1.9 m diameter exit aperture of DF laser and 0.8 cm
for the 66 cm diameter exit aperture ofCOIL. Using
Eqn (4), one gets the required number of actuators
approximately equal to 3525 in DF laser and 6806
in COIL. A single deformable mirror is actually
composed of a large number of small mirrors (for
example, 3525, in the case just discussed). Tiny
pistons or actuators, attached to the back of each
small mirror move these mirrors in such a way so
that the deformable mirror, as a whole, imparts the
required phase to the killing Ilaser beam. Because

the atmospheric profile changes rapidly, the faster

the sampling by the beacon laser beam, the better it
is. A prfofabout 500 of the beacon laser would be
adequate for this purpose. I

ill tllc uirl:rull, 1Iclll:uVlc~, lIl'IIIUlIIICJ uirl>utllc
vehicle or aerostat. I In addition to t~e killing

(prilll:lry) Inscr 1\IId tllc hCI\COII Inscr. tl{crc I\rc /1

number o~ an~illary infrarcd' lasers (normally

50-100 Hz rep-rate pulsed Nd:YAG lasers)

illuminating thelmissile. BesidelS locking onto the

target, 'these illu'minating lasers ,form the image of

the, missile ort the i~aging/trackin~ system.

Switching over from passive trackfng of the

missile's exhaust plume by the IRST sensors to the

active laser illumination spould take minimum

time. The main mirror oft11e transmitter should also

play the. role of a tracker b~sides focussing the

primary and be;acon laser.beams24.2s. In future, laser

radar: on board ship will be able to take over the

target from the surveillance radar and provide
,

acquisition and tracking capabilities for multiple

targets through n'arrowr dire'ctive beams from

suitable lasers in the IR ~peatrum. Laser radar has

the excellen,t ankular and range resolutions for high

energy laser beams t<i' track and destroy targets.

Finally, the vqrificatihn that the target has been

killed is to be considereq. if a guidance electronics

has been disable(ji, the deviation from the normal

extrapolated trajectory should be ~adily detectable
,

by the same tracking system tt;lat was used to

acquire the target in the first pla~e. For determining

the o~set of catastrophic destrf,Jction of hardened

target,. the IRST sensors could mo,nitor the hot spot

produced by laser radiadion. Thi's would also be

essential for keeping the las~r beam on the tar~et. A

su9den discontinuity in the'radiative emission on

bulln through the farget could be detected by the

infrared detectors. I8. ACQUISITION, TRACKING &
, DISCRIMINATION

A complete engagement involves detection,

acquisition, track'ing, classification, cueing' and

firing initiation. Missile tracking can be cued by

input from reconnaissance assets23. Airbprne

surveillance radars could achieve this. The l11itial

search and tracking could also be performed by

several IRST sensors in a 360° field-of-view placed

COIL vs DF LASER9.

Table 2 gives the J::omparative pe~formance of
COIL and D~ laser as a shiporne ctws against
sea-skimmingl missiles and clearly establishes that
a4vantages of a DF laser outnJmber those of a
COIl! as a sl1ipborne CIWS for d~fence against
se'a-skimming cruise missiles. !

23\6
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Table. 2. COIL vs DF laser

Parameter
1-

COIL- I

(1.315 ~m)

DF laser

(318 ~m)

Large
(1.9 m)

High

(1600 K)

Remarks

Smaller

(66 cm)

Low

(250-300 K)

Few Tori
j

Operating pressure inside, plasma tu~e 200 Torr

Toxicity of laser Less High

Weight and size for I.he same output
Ilaser power ,
I
1

Smaller Larger

This makes COIL mq>re efficient. Although
the combustion temperature for DF laser is
1600 K, its operating temperature in the
cavity can be reduced to 300 K by adding
He as a diluent.

I
Due to less turbulence in plasma tube of

COIL, Ibeam quality of COIL is better.

In sea environment, toxicity of DF exhaust
gases can be controlled. Moreover, toxicity
of DF laser is less than that of a typical

ship-b~rne missile.

Whereas weight and volume are stringent
requirements for ABL, it is not a very big
constraint onboard ship. For example,
replacement of 127 mm naval gun by a DF
laser weapon system resulted in 15 per cent
reduction in weight and 5 per cent
improvement in ship stability.

DF laser has an advantage over COIL in
this aspect.

Design and engineering prolblJms to
discharge laser's exhaust gases to

atmosphere I

Maximum beam irradiance inl:ident
on output mirror of laser for equal
divergence I I

DF laser mirror can withstand eight times

the inaoiance as compared to COIL mirror.

More difficult (due Less difficult (due
tp low pressure of to high pressure of

gases) gases)

High (due to smaller Lower (due to
fliambter of mirror) larger diameter of

mirror)

More difficult (due Less difficult
to smaller mirror)

0.35 km-l

Beam pointing accuracy and

stabilisation of platform

Attenuation coefficient (hu~id sea

environment)
O.3\km-1

Effect of turbulence in t,he atmosphere More Pronounced Less pronounced

6806 3525Number of actuators requiredjin the

adaptive optirs (R = 5 km~ a = 4 ~rad,
Cn2 = 2 xlO-u m-V] I

Power levels p-equirbd (R = 5 km, a =

4 ~rad, catas~ophic damage of missile)1

(highly humid sea environmenf)

Technology Status

= 600 kW = 500 kW

This aspect is critical in the case of a laser
onboard ship in rough sea environment.

In ABL, minimum height of aircraft is
12 km due to poor transmission of COIL
in clouds.

J
Beam quality would be affected more
severcly in COIL than in DF laser

Challenges in design and engineering of
deformable mirrors are less stringent in DF
laser than in COIL.

Less power is required in the case of DF
laser than that of COIL.

Dcmonstration of fcasibility of

III:I.W.C; (J11~(JMd Nhip

~everal hunpred kW
4>r powcr levcls yet

~() he rcporlcd
I

~ot yet
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3.10. CONCLUSIONS c

The following conclusions are drawn
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